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Definition of a 
British Film

Before examining the UK’s Co-
Production Treaties it will be helpful to
look at the definition of a British film

so that we can put them in context.  Films may
qualify for certification as a British film (i) by
satisfying the specific provisions of Schedule
1 to the Films Act 1985 as amended in 1999;
(ii) by satisfying the terms of one of the UK’s
Co-Production Treaties.  The principal benefit
of qualification as a British film is that
expenditure will qualify for a 100% capital
allowance for a UK tax payer in the year in
which the expenditure is incurred provided
certain conditions are satisfied and that the
cost is £15 million or less.  This benefit has
been extended until August 2005, and it has
given rise to a substantial “mini-industry” of
the sale and leaseback of British films.

Broadly speaking the purchaser of the
negative of the film leases it back to the seller
– usually the production company – so that the
seller and its sales agents and distributors can
distribute the film in the usual way.  The
purchaser is able to claim a 100% capital
allowance equal to the cost of acquisition.
The seller is required to deposit with a bank
the main part of the purchase price as security
for the rental payments under the lease, which
may be up to fifteen years in duration.  The
difference between the purchase price and the
deposit, which is sometimes called the “net
benefit,” or “the producer’s net benefit,”
belongs to the seller and varies according to
the laws of supply and demand.  At the
moment there are more UK taxpayers looking
for British qualifying films than the market

can supply and the “net benefit” can be
anything up to 11% of the sale price in some
cases. It is also possible, although
complicated, to use the net benefit of a sale
and leaseback transaction as part of the
finance plan for a film. 
The conditions for qualification us a British
film appear in Schedule 1 to the Films Act
1985 and full details can be found on the
DCMS website at:
www.culture.gov.uk/interfilm.htm 

These are the main criteria:
(i) The film must be made by a company that is
registered and centrally managed and controlled
in the UK, in another state of the European
Union, the European Economic Area or in a
country with which the European Community
has signed an association agreement.
The Isle of Man and the Channel Islands
(mainly Jersey and Guernsey) are not part of
the UK for these purposes, but they are part of
the Commonwealth.  Their citizens are EU
nationals.  Persons ordinarily resident there are
ordinarily resident in the Commonwealth.
The countries with which the EC has signed
association agreements are Bulgaria, the Czech
Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania,
Poland, Romania and Slovakia.
The European Economic Area includes
Iceland, Lichtenstein and Norway as well as
the member states of the EU;
(ii) 70% of the production cost of the film must
be spent on film making activity in the UK;
(iii) (a) 70% of the total labour cost, minus the
cost of one non-EU/EEA or non
Commonwealth person, must have been paid to
the citizens of or persons ordinarily resident in
the EU/EEA or Commonwealth or a country
with which the European Community has
signed an association agreement.  (A list of
Commonwealth countries, as well as the
member states of the EU and the EEA is set out
at the end of this article);
(b) 75% of the total labour cost, after deducting
the cost of two non-EU/EEA or non-
Commonwealth persons, one of whom must be
an actor, must have been paid to citizens or
ordinary residents of the EU/EEA or
Commonwealth or a country with which the
EC has signed an association agreement;
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The production of a film involves similar

complex processes to any other
international financing project – they

just have to be compressed into a fraction of the
time such projects normally take.  Allow say
eight weeks pre-production, six weeks shooting,
and eight weeks post-production and in twenty-
two weeks a highly sophisticated international
financing project has been completed.  Add to
this a number of powerful egos and
innumerable opportunities for creative
disagreement and you have a picture of what
an international co-production entails.  So
what is the point of co-production?
Firstly, the costs of making films are so high
that sharing these costs makes commercial
sense if it is feasible from a creative point of
view.  Secondly, there are different subsidies
available for films in many countries.
Qualification of a film as a co-production
under a Co-Production Treaty normally makes
the film eligible for such subsidies in the
countries concerned.
The purpose of this article is to look at the main
principles of international co-productions from
the UK’s point of view.  The UK has always
welcomed foreign film-makers and is a
receptive and constructive environment for co-
production.  It has signed seven official Co-
Production Treaties and has also ratified the
European Convention on Cinematographic Co-
Production which was originally signed by the
member states of the Council of Europe in
1992.  At the end of this article is a list of the
relevant authorities in each territory to whom
applications concerning co-productions can be
made.  I have also included a table from the
DCMS website of the main features of each of
the treaties to which the UK is a party.  Co-
Productions made in accordance with one of
the UK’s bi-lateral treaties or the European
Convention may be considered as British films
for the purposes of the Films Act 1985 (see
below) and therefore be eligible for a
certificate of British Nature of a Film; they may
also be British for the purposes of the 1963 EC
Directive (provided the artistic and technical
contribution is not less than 30%) and
therefore eligible for an EC Certificate of
Nationality.  

Article by Nigel Bennett
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The 51st State - Anglo Canadian Co-production
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Enemy At The Gates - Anglo-German Canadian Co-production
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(iv) no more than 10% of the film’s playing time
should comprise a sequence of visual images
from a previously certified film or from a film
by a different maker.
This is not the place the consider each of these
criteria in depth, and the rest of this article is
concerned with qualification as a British film by
virtue of one of the Co-Production Treaties.

Background to 
Co-Production Treaties

A film made under the terms of one of the
UK’s official Co-Production Treaties will be a
British film and a national film in the other
co-production countries who are parties to the
co-production agreement.  It will thus be
eligible for such benefits as may be available
in the countries concerned.  As we have seen
earlier the main benefit in the UK is the
availability of a sale and leaseback
transaction.

The UK is a party to seven bi-lateral Co-
Production Agreements with the following
countries; Germany (1975), Canada (1975),
Norway (1983), Australia (1990), New
Zealand (1993), France (1995) and Italy
(1998).  The texts of all these treaties are
available from the DCMS website, and
preliminary applications should normally
reach the DCMS at least six weeks before the
start of principal photography.  The application
has to be made by the UK co-producer and
needs to be accompanied by the documents
listed in the Annexe to the treaty concerned,
which are normally the following:  
draft screenplay; script and synopsis; Chain of
Title; a list of artistic and technical
contributions; co-production contract
(including a budget and finance plan); a
statutory declaration that there is no common
ownership of the co-producers.

The Contents of a 
Co-Production Treaty

Each co-production treaty addresses itself to a
number of issues in common, although the
provisions vary to some extent in each case.
Very broadly the main issues covered in each
treaty, and the Annex setting out more specific
provisions, are: the financial contributions of
each co-producer; the creative, film-making
contributions of each co-producer; the

ownership of national benefits and subsidies;
sharing of revenues; ownership of the
copyright and physical material; filming
outside the co-producing countries; music; the
terms of the co-production contract; credits;
the balance of co-productions as between the
countries concerned.
As I have said earlier it is possible to obtain
copies of all of the treaties to which the UK is
a party from the DCMS and it is best to look
at the detailed terms of the treaty concerned
when you are assessing the likelihood of a
particular project qualifying as an official co-
production.
The DCMS are extremely helpful in
providing detailed guidance and I would
recommend talking to them as early as
possible in the process of preparing the
project.  What follows is a brief summary of
the contents of the treaties by reference to the
issues listed above, particularly from the UK
point of view.

Financial Contributions
There is generally a minimum contribution to
the production cost required from the minority
co-producer.  This is 20% for bi-lateral
projects except Germany and Australia where
it is 30%, and 10% for multi-lateral co-
productions with France, Italy and European
Convention contracts.  The co-producer has to
fulfil all the conditions required under
national law to qualify for the financial
benefits available in the co-production
country concerned.

Creative, film-making
contributions

Generally, individuals taking part in co-
production films must be nationals or residents
of the countries concerned.  However, each
treaty contemplates the possibility of the
nationals of third party countries being
involved, and in most cases it is Americans who
are the focus of this exception.  It is necessary
to look at each treaty; for example, under the
treaty with Germany leading artists and
directors from third countries may be engaged;
under the Australian treaty it is only performers
in leading roles and the same applies under the
treaty with Norway.  In all cases the
engagement of nationals or residents of third
countries is subject to the approval of the
competent authorities, and is regarded as an
exception.
The performing, technical and craft
contributions generally have to be in reasonable
proportion to the financial participation of the
co-producers.
Where the contribution of a minority co-
producer is purely financial it is still possible
for the film to qualify under the Italian treaty
under certain specific circumstances.

The ownership of benefit
All of the treaties restrict the benefit of being a
national film to the co-producer of the country
concerned, i.e. only the UK Co-Producer is
entitled to the benefits accorded to British films
and vice versa.  However, where the net benefit
of a sale and leaseback transaction is used to
finance the budget the arrangement could be
said to benefit all parties concerned.

The sharing of revenues
The normal requirement is that the receipts
from exploitation of the film should be
proportional to the respective financial
contributions of the co-producers.  This
provision is to be set out in the co-production
contract concerned.

Ownership of copyright 
and negative

The normal provision is that the co-production
contract must provide that each co-producer will
own a negative (or a duplicate negative) and will
have access to original production material in
accordance with conditions agreed between the
parties.  Curiously only the Canadian treaty
refers to copyright ownership and then only in
saying that the co-production contract should
“make provisions regarding the respective
copyright entitlements of the co-producers.”

Where a sale and leaseback transaction is
being contemplated it will be important to
include a specific reference in the co-
production contract.  Purchasers of a co-
production film will be concerned to see that
the seller is entitled to enter the transaction and
give the necessary warranties and
undertakings.

Filming outside the 
co-producing countries

The treaties all vary in their treatment of this
topic and it is necessary to look at this problem
on a case-by-case basis.  Generally, filming
outside the co-producing countries is
permitted, as is the use of nationals from the
country where filming is taking place as basic
crew and crowd artists.  However, it is always
subject to the approval of the competent
authorities and again it is advisable to talk to
them at the earliest possible opportunity.
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Music
Film makers frequently leave music to the very
end of the production process even though the
soundtrack of a film is as important – and
commercially significant – as the film itself.  My
firm’s advice to producers has always been to pay
serious attention to the music track, setting aside
a realistic budget to cover the cost of production
and clearance according to the type of music
track involved; the use of existing recordings, re-
recording existing music and commissioning
original music all involve special considerations.
Most of the treaties contain a provision that music
specially composed for a co-production film
shall, unless otherwise approved by the
competent authorities, be composed, directed and
performed by nationals or residents of one of the
co-producing countries, or of a member state or
of a third co-producer country where there is one.
The New Zealand and the Australian treaties only
restrict the composer; the German treaty restricts
performance and composition, where the music is
specially composed for the film.
Again, the producers should look at the
individual treaty concerned to see which
provisions are relevant to their project.

The Co-Production Contract
The treaties all specify what terms must be
included in the co-production contract between
the co-producers and normally a copy of the
contract must be submitted to the competent
authorities in the countries concerned as part of
the preliminary application for co-production
status.

The normal requisite provisions are these:
(i) all co-producers must have a sufficient
number of copies of the “protection and
reproduction material.”  (We referred to this
earlier in the discussion about ownership.);
(ii) the financial liability of each co-producer
for costs incurred when a project is refused
conditional approval, or fails to comply with
conditions imposed on its approval, or when
one of the co-producing countries refuses
permission for an approved co-production film
to be exhibited;
(iii) the arrangement for the division of receipts
of exploitation;
(iv) the dates by which the co-producers’
respective contributions shall have been
completed.
The co-production contract itself is a fairly
standard document and the more intricate
provisions concerning the financing of the
project and its distribution are normally
contained elsewhere in the film’s
documentation.

Credits
The treaties all require a co-production film to
include a credit indicating that the film is a co-
production film; the first country is usually the
majority co-producing country but frequently
the contract specifies which co-production
country appears first in specific territories.  The
Italian treaty requires all publicity and
promotional material to contain these
provisions, and the German treaty also requires
the trailer and advertising material to refer to the
fact that the film is a co-production in which
nationals of both co-production countries have
taken part.

Balance
The intention in all of the treaties is to maintain
a balance between each co-production country
in terms of overall contributions to production
costs, and the use of studios, facilities, artists
and technicians from each country.
In some cases – the German, Italian, Norwegian
and French treaties for example – there is a
specific period (two or three years) during
which an overall balance must be achieved.  The
authorities in each territory do confer with each
other, and as I have said earlier in the article it is
advisable to initiate and maintain contact with
them as soon as possible.

Miscellaneous UK aspects
Bearing in mind that a co-production film
involving the UK must still fulfil all conditions
set out in Schedule 1 to the Films Act 1985 it is
worth making one or two points which co-
producers with the UK should bear in mind.
These are set out in no particular order.

Work Permits
Although the treaties contain provision for free
movement of personnel it is still necessary to
obtain a work permit from the Overseas Labour
Services for personnel coming into the UK.  The
British Film Commission’s website –
www.bfc.co.uk - provides general information.

Television Series
It is possible for a television series to qualify as
a British film and, thus, as a co-production if
certain conditions are met.  This does not apply
in France, Germany, Italy, Norway nor to
European Convention co-productions where
only theatrical films will qualify.
The main terms of the 1985 Films Act regarding
series require no more than 26 episodes, no
more than 26 hours of playing time, and the
Secretary of State’s confirmation that the series
is a self-contained work or a documentary series
with a common theme.  As a matter of practice
a substantial number of UK television series
have been certified as “British films” and for co-
producers in Canada, Australia and New
Zealand this is therefore a relevant
consideration.

The Skills Investment Fund
The budget for a film expecting to qualify as
British should contain a contribution to this
training fund of 0.5% of the budget with a
maximum of £39,500.  This is not a pre-
condition, and the non-UK co-producer is not
expected to make the contribution.

Accountant’s Report 
and Certificate

An audit from an independent chartered
accountant is necessary as part of the application
for final co-production status.  The accountant’s
report will show the total production costs, each
co-producer’s contribution to the total
production cost, and the expenditure which
represents each co-producing country to
creative contribution.  For a sale and leaseback
transaction the DCMS Certificate is essential,
and the certified cost will normally be the
purchase price of the film concerned.  It is
therefore important to note certain items which
are not considered to be part of the production
cost for the purposes of qualification.
(i) Financing Costs: Interest, bank commitment
fees and costs connected with raising money are
excluded (although legal and accounting fees
which relate to the making of the film are not);
(ii) Acquisition/Licensing Costs: These are
excluded except so far as they relate to works
created for the purpose of the film.  For example,
the cost of acquiring film rights in a book, or a
licence of pre-existing music or archive footage,
will be excluded for this purpose.
(iii) Business Overheads: Such costs as are not
directly attributable to the film will be excluded.
(iv) Elements replaced by insurance claims:
Normally the cost of the original element is
excluded, but the cost of the replacement is
included.
(v) Deferments and contingent payments:As
there has been considerable discussion of this
topic it is worth mentioning the current position.
The general position is that conditional
deferments will only be included in production
costs where sales estimates of the film’s future
receipts have concluded that there is a
reasonable probability that such deferred fees
will be paid.  The DCMS have therefore stated
that deferred fees and profit participations are
given a “zero” value.  This will inhibit
purchasers paying an exaggerated cost and thus
claiming an inflated capital allowance.

Summary
To conclude, co-production makes great sense if
a project’s creative characteristics are
appropriate.  Although the procedures are
sophisticated most of the treaties have a track
record, and they are not unduly difficult to
operate given sympathetic treatment by the
competent authorities.  Despite the difficulties
co-producing makes economic sense, and can be
very worthwhile for all concerned.
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Film Co-Production Agreements:  Main Features
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UK’s bi-lateral
treaty partners

Australia

Canada

France

Germany

Italy

New Zealand

Norway

European
Convention on
Cinematographic
Co-production

Minimum
contribution

30%

20%

20% for bi-lateral
projects; 10% for
some multi-lateral

30%

20% for bi-lateral
projects; 10% for

multi-lateral

20%

20%

20% for bi-lateral
projects; 10% for

multi-lateral

TV & Video

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Provision for co-
producers from

other country/ies

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Provision for
financial only
participation

No

No

Yes 
(20% to 30% of

production costs)

No

Yes normally
20%-25% for bi-
lateral; 10%-25%
for multi-lateral

No

No

Yes 
20%-25% for 

bi-lateral; 
10%-25% for 
multi-lateral

Studio and Labs

Normally
majority country

Most in majority
country

Most in majority
country

Most in majority
country

Most in majority
country

Most in majority
country

Normally in
majority country

In the states
which are

partners in the 
co-production,
proportional to

their investment

Provision for
nationals from

non-co-producing
countries

Performers on a
restricted basis

Lead artists

Lead artists;
principal directors

Lead artists;
Writers if script
completed and
acquired before
application for

approval

Lead artists and
principal directors

Performers

Lead artists

Creative,
technical and

craft team, artistic
personnel and

cast

European Union

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France

Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy

Luxembourg
Netherlands

Portugal
Spain

Sweden
United Kingdom

European Economic Area

Contains the following countries in
addition to the countries of the

EU:
Iceland

Liechtenstein
Norway

Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Estonia
Hungary
Latvia

Lithuania
Poland
Romania
Slovakia

Countries With 
Association Agreements

1. Anguilla
2. Antigua and Barbuda
3. Ascension Island (part of

St Helena Dependencies)
4. Australia 
5. Bangladesh
6. The Bahamas
7. Barbados 
8. Belize
9. Bermuda 
10. Botswana 
11. British Antarctic Territory

12. British Indian Ocean 
Territory

13. British Virgin Islands
14. Brunei 
15. Cameroon
16. Canada
17. Cayman Islands
18. Cyprus
19. Dominica 
20. Falkland Islands  
21. Fiji
22. The Gambia

23. Ghana
24. Gibraltar 
25. Grenada 
26. Guyana 
27. India
28. Jamaica 
29. Kenya
30. Kiribati 
31. Lesotho 
32. Malawi 
33. Malaysia
34. Maldives

Commonwealth Countries Relevant For Labor Cost Purposes

The Isle of Man and the Channel Islands are not part of the UK or part of the EU/EEA for treaty
purposes.  They are part of the Commonwealth.
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Isle of Man and the 
Channel Islands

Nationals Isle of Man citizens and citizens of the Channel Islands are British citizens and therefore
citizens of the EU.
Residents IoM and Channel Island residents are not UK/EU residents but they are Commonwealth
residents.
Hong Kong Prior to 1 April 1997 most people in Hong Kong were British Dependent Territories
citizens.  On 1 April 1997, this category of citizenship disappeared and most people in Hong Kong
became Chinese citizens.
Some retained British citizenship by qualifying by some other means or becoming British
(National) Overseas or British Overseas Citizens.  It may therefore be worth checking if filming in
Hong Kong is involved.
Hong Kong is not part of the Commonwealth and its citizens are therefore not Commonwealth
citizens (unless as one of the categories outlined in the paragraph above).

Dual Nationality
In cases of dual nationality, the maker is free to choose which country’s nationality should be
assigned to the person concerned on condition that the nationality chosen can clearly be
demonstrated

International Co-production Authorities
Australia Jeremy Bean Acting Director The Australian Film Commission Level 4, 150 William Street
Woolloomooloo NSW 2011 GPO Box 3984 Sydney 2001 Australia www.afc.gov.au Tel:  00 612 9321
6444 Fax: 00612 9357 3737 Canada Deborah Drisdell Director, International Relations T_l_film
Canada 360 St James Street Suite 700 Montreal Quebec H2Y 4A9 Canada www.telefilm.gc.ca Tel:
001 514 283 6363 Fax: 001 514 283 8212 France Francois Hurard Le Directeur de la production
cinematographique Centre National de la Cinematographie 12 rue de Lubeck 75784 Paris Cedex 16
France www.cnc.fr Tel: 0033 1 44 34 36 26 Fax: 0033 1 44 34 36 97 Germany Herr Begovici
Bundesamt f_r Wirtschaft Postfach 51 71 65726 Eschborn Germany www.bawi.de Tel: 0049 6196
404 401 or 405 Fax: 0049 6196 404 422 or 0049 6196 94 226 or 0049 6196 06196 404 212 Italy Dr
Francesco Ventura Il Dirigente Ministero per I Beni e le Attivita' Culturali Ufficio ll – Ripartizione 1
Attivita Cinematagrafiche Via della Ferraratella in Laterano n. 51 Roma Italy www.beniculturali.it
Tel:  00 39 06 773 2424 Fax: 00 39 06 773 2468 New Zealand Mladen Ivancic Deputy Chief
Executive New Zealand Film Commission PO Box 11-546 Wellington New Zealand
www.nzfilm.co.nz Tel:  00 64 4 382 7680 Fax: 00 64 4 384 9719 Norway Nina Okland Head of
Division Royal Norwegian Ministry of Cultural Affairs PO Box 8030 Dep. N-0030 Oslo Norway
www.odin.dep.no/kd Tel: 0047 22 24 90 90 Fax: 0047 22 24 95 50 or 0047 22 24 95 52

35. Malta
36. Maritius
37. Montserrat
38. Mozambique
39. Namibia
40. Nauru
41. New Zealand
42. Nigeria
43. Pakistan
44. Pitcairn, Henderson, Ducie 

and Oeno
45. Papua New Guinea
46. Saint Christopher and Nev
47. Saint Lucia

48. Saint Vincent and the 
Grenadines

49. Seychelles
50. Sierra Leone
51. Singapore
52. Solomon Islands
53. South Africa
54. South Georgia and South 

Sandwich Islands (part of 
Falkland Islands and 
Dependencies)

55. Sri Lanka
56. St Helena (part of St  

Helena Dependencies)

57. St Helena Dependencies
58. Swaziland
59. Tanzania
60. Trinidad and Tobago
61. Tristan Da Cunha (part of 

St Helena Dependencies)
62. Tonga
63. Turks and Caicos Islands
64. Tuvalu
65. Uganda
66. Vanatu
67. Western Samoa
68. Zambia
69. Zimbabwe

The Isle of Man and the Channel Islands are not part of the UK or part of the EU/EEA for treaty
purposes.  They are part of the Commonwealth.
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Nigel Bennett
Nigel is the head of The Simkins Partnership's
Film & Television Department and is also a
member of the Firm's Sports Group.
After reading law at Cambridge he trained with
a well known copyright practice in Grays Inn,
and subsequently lectured for two years on
contract and commercial law at The College of
Law in London.He joined The Simkins
Partnership in 1973, became a partner in 1975
and was one of the firm's managing partners
from 1992 to 1996.The Simkins Partnership is
acknowledged as one of the leading European
specialist law firms in the entertainment and
media industries .
Nigel's clients include producers, financiers,
distributors and creative talent and advice on
financing structures and co-productions is a
significant part of the department's work.
He is a member of The Royal Television
Society,the American Bar Association Forum for
Entertainment and Sports Lawyers,The
International Bar Association and the British
Academy of Film and Television Arts.
Email – nigel.bennett@simkins.com
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